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1. @MSNBC FYI. #Treason under US law has two
clauses. Everyone is fixated on the clause that requires
"adherence" and "aid and comfort" to an "enemy." IMO
Trump violated the "levy war" clause by calling for GRU
attack, assisting in it and not reporting it. That clause does
not

2. require a foreign enemy as evidenced by fact it was charged in US Civil War that

did not involve a foreign enemy or a declaration of war. IMO If you take up arms

against the US or attack it you are engaged in both sedition and treason. Jefferson

Davis learned that.

3. I don't expect most lawyers have considered this. Few if any as much as I have. I

believe that #702FISA intercepts that Barr is trying to destroy will show that Trump

committed Treason by levying war on the US. @maddow @Lawrence @Mimirocah1

#DECLASSIFY AND #IMPEACHTHETRAITOR.

4. @SpeakerPelosi @RepJerryNadler @RepAdamSchiff must require that the

@NSAGov @ODNIgov turn over the full catalog of @realDonaldTrump related

unmasked #702 or traditional #FISA intercepts pending the Treason impeachment

proceeding. Call Barr's bluff. #DECLASSIFY and #IMPEACH..

5. By copy to @DeptofDefense @ActingSecDef @NSAGov @FBIWFO @NatReconOfc

@ODNIgov @CIA I am advising them of their duty to preserve evidence, to cooperate

with House in impeachment and that @realDonaldTrump was a long term Russian

mobster & likely in thousands of FVEY intercepts.

6. #UNMASK #DECLASSIFY and #IMPEACH. Barr will likely be impeached first.

And I have him at 80% as a Russian mole. Pretty much all K&E political appointee

attorneys at @TheJusticeDept are IMO. #FVEY #THISISNOTADRILL
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